BASIC TWO-COLOR BRIOCHE

Brioche knitting is a fun method that makes a thick, squishy knit fabric worked by slipping some stitches and working
others across the row. In two-color brioche, color one will be dominant on one side and color two will be doinant on
the other side.
Unlike basic knitting, two passes will be done for each row of knitting, before turning work and repeating two more
passes for the second row of knitting.
Materials
• Needles: Circular or Double-Pointed
• Yarn: 2 colors in weight of your choice
Stitches
• Brioche Knit (BRK, also known as a BARK)
Knit the stitch (that was slipped in the previous row) together with its yarn over.
• Brioche Purl (BRP, also known as a BURP)
Purl the stitch (that was slipped in the previous row) together with its yarn over.
• Slip1 Yarn Over (SL1YO) following a BRK st
Bring the working yarn under the needle to the front of the work, slip the next stitch purl-wise, then bring the yarn
over the needle (and over the slipped stitch) to the back, in position to work the following stitch.
• Slip 1 Yarn Over (SL1YO) following a BRP st
Working yarn is already in front, slip the next stitch purl-wise, then bring the yarn over the needle (and over the
slipped stitch), then to the front under the needle, into position to work the following stitch.
Prerequisites: Must know basic stitches: knit, purl and yarn over
Objective: Provide the guild member with basic knowledge of two-color brioche knit.
Instructions
Cast on multiple of 2, using Yarn B. For the Workshop, we will use 12 (2 edge stitches + 10 brioche stitches)
Row 1A (RS): Using Yarn A, SL, (K1, SL1YO) to last stitch, KBL. Do not turn. Slide stitches to work the same row with
Yarn B.1
Row 1B (RS): Using Yarn B, SL1, (SL1YO, BRP1) to last stitch, KBL. Turn work to WS.
Row 2A (WS): Using A, SL, (SL1YO, BRP1) to last stitch, KBL. Do not turn. Slide stitches to work the same row
with Yarn B.
Row 2B (WS): Using Yarn B, SL1, (BRK1, SL1YO) to last stitch, KBL. Turn work to RS.
NOTES
• For successive Row 1A, replace K1 with BRK1.
• All YOs are purlwise.
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